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Abstract

DCT: Thursday, 08/27/2020
Title: Study Sessions, Dinners: 104 New USC Student
Coronavirus Cases
Text: LOS ANGELES , CA -- The number of coronavirus
cases confirmed among USC students continued rising
Thursday, with the university announcing [104] new cases
over the past four days…
Recognition: 104
Type: Confirmed cases
Spatial Grounding: US à California à Los Angeles à USC
Temporal Grounding: [08/23/2020, 08/26/2020]

News events are often associated with quantities (e.g., the number of COVID-19 patients
or the number of arrests in a protest), and it
is often important to extract their type, time,
and location from unstructured text in order
to analyze these quantity events. This paper thus formulates the NLP problem of spatiotemporal quantity extraction, and proposes
the first meta-framework for solving it. This
meta-framework contains a formalism that decomposes the problem into several information extraction tasks, a shareable crowdsourcing pipeline, and transformer-based baseline
models. We demonstrate the meta-framework
in three domains—the COVID-19 pandemic,
Black Lives Matter protests, and 2020 California wildfires—to show that the formalism
is general and extensible, the crowdsourcing
pipeline facilitates fast and high-quality data
annotation, and the baseline system can handle
spatiotemporal quantity extraction well enough
to be practically useful. We release all resources for future research on this topic.1

1

DCT: Monday, 06/01/2020
Title: Black Lives Matter: 16 Organizations That Are Bailing
Out Protestors
Text: …Police officers have arrested [thousands] of
demonstrators…
Recognition: thousands
Type: Arrests
Spatial Grounding: US
Temporal Grounding: Overall quantity ending on
06/01/2020

Figure 1: Given document creation time (DCT), title,
and text, the S TE QE problem is to do quantity recognition, typing, spatial grounding, and temporal grounding
according to the proposed formalism (Sec. 2). Above
are two examples from our COVID-19 dataset and BLM
protest dataset.

Introduction

Events are often associated with quantities – how
many COVID-19 patients are on ventilators, how
many people are injured during protests, or how
large is the extent of a wildfire. We often need
to figure out the type of an event, and where and
when it happened for these quantities for coherent discussion of public policy on sociopolitical
events in rapidly evolving situations: “19 deaths”
is different from “19 recoveries;” “19 deaths in a
small city yesterday” apparently describes a more
severe situation than “19 deaths in the whole country last month.” However, until dedicated channels
are established, these quantities are typically first
reported on social media and local news articles,
which then have to slowly make their way to some
∗
1

Work started while at the Allen Institute for AI
https://github.com/steqe

aggregate location for decision-makers to use. This
calls for a general framework to extract and analyze
quantities associated with events, so that we can
automatically summarize quantitative information
from news streams, rapidly respond to emergencies, investigate incidents, and potentially combat
misinformation through comparisons with trusted
sources.
Prior work on events focused on extracting event
mentions, attributes, and relationships (ACE, 2005;
Chen and Ji, 2009; Do et al., 2011; UzZaman et al.,
2013; Glavaš et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2019; Chen
et al., 2021), and paid little attention to quantities
associated with those events, which presents an
opportunity to perform targeted information extraction on these quantity events.
This paper studies spatiotemporal quantity
extraction (S TE QE): finding quantities of certain
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types and extracting their associated times and locations. We develop a general meta-framework to
help researchers overcome challenges and extend
to new domains easily. Specifically, the contributions of this meta-framework are:

of quantities: (1) how to distinguish between quantities and non-quantities; (2) how to define the span
for quantities to avoid misalignment.
First, quantities are a special type of numbers that are associated with events, either in
digits (e.g., “123”) or in words (e.g., “one hundred
twenty three”). Some non-quantity examples are:

Task Formulation We draw on ideas from existing NLP tasks to create the first formalism that defines S TE QE as four information extraction tasks:
quantity recognition, typing, spatial grounding, and
temporal grounding. While each of these has analogues in the literature, our combination of them
into a complete picture of quantity events is novel.

1. Date and time: “May 8, 2020” and “5:30 pm”
2. Duration: “3 months” and “60 years old”
3. Part of an entity name: “COVID-19”, “Porsche
911”, and “502 Main Street”

nition is defined as a text span detection problem.
We discuss two questions regarding the definition

Again, similar to NER, recognized quantities can
have an associated type from a predefined set of

Article words, “a” and “an”, require more attention. When we say “a man died,” the “a” does
Annotation Collection We release a sharemean “1” death, while in “a large number of peoable and extensible crowdsourcing pipeline on
ple died,” the “a” itself does not have the meaning
C ROWDAQ (Ning et al., 2020a) that facilitates fast
of “1,” and we thus do not consider it a quantity.
and reliable data annotation. We show how this
Ordinal numbers can also indicate events, but
pipeline facilitates fast and high-quality annotatheir spatiotemporal extent can be understood diftions for three sociopolitical events: the COVID-19
ferently: “the fifth case in Seattle” implies that
pandemic, Black Lives Matter (BLM) protests, and
there had been 5 cases, and the spatiotemporal ex2020 California wildfires. These practical S TE QE
tent of “fifth” can be that of the fifth case only, or
datasets are also released to foster future research.
all of the five cases. Ordinal-number events are
rare in our study, so comparing to the extra annoModeling We propose a T5 baseline model for
its flexibility across tasks and easy domain trans- tation requirement, we decide to consider ordinal
numbers as non-quantities, although the definition
fer. This model shows that, while the end-to-end
S TE QE problem remains challenging in all do- is easily extensible to cover them in the future.
Second, we need to define the boundaries of
mains, temporal grounding is typically the most
these
quantity spans. For instance, in “five cases
difficult task, pointing out a research focus next.
in Seattle,” should one label the text span of “five”
or “five cases”? What about “4.8 billion” and
2 S TE QE
“$4.8 billion”? Similar to labeling an event using
The S TE QE problem aims to extract information
its predicate only, our choice is to keep the span
about quantity events in text, consisting of four
minimal while keeping the numerical semantics:
parts: determining which numerical expressions
we will mark “five” (i.e., drop “case”), “4.8 bilactually correspond to events (§2.1), the type of the
lion” (i.e., keep “billion”), and “4.8 billion” (i.e.,
event that a quantity is referring to (§2.2), where
drop “$”) in these examples. Minimising the span
that event happened (§2.3), and the temporal extent
does not lose information about the quantity—only
to which the quantity refers (§2.4).
marking “five” in “five cases” does not prevent us
Note that for each of these subparts, there could
from identifying its type, unit, and spatiotemporal
have been other definition and formulation choices. extent in subsequent annotation tasks. Below are
We describe our formalism’s design choices, and
some tricky cases, and quantities are in brackets.
discuss why they would lead to better-defined learn1. Rate: “[20 percent] of the tenants were ining problems and more reliable data collection,
fected”, “the positive rate is now [200] per
along with their limitations and how to extend our
[100,000]”, “[1000] tests per day”
formalism for more specialised applications.
2. Approximation: “[4 or 5] are missing”
3. Range: “the positive rate is [2 to 3 percent] / at
2.1 Quantity Recognition
least [2%] / at most [3%]”
Similar to named entity recognition (NER) (Tjong
Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003), quantity recog- 2.2 Quantity Typing
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classes.2 A clear event type is important for subsequent spatiotemporal grounding, but some quantities can have multiple types, and some can have
multiple interpretations for their spatiotemporal extent. This work thus makes two design choices to
mitigate these issues.
Enforce single-typing In this work, we allow
quantities to have only one single type. This ensures annotation quality since multiple types for
a single quantity may complicate the spatiotemporal extent. For instance, in “[three] men were
hospitalized 5 days after being tested positive,” the
time span of hospitalization and that of tested positive are different. We enforce single-typing by
providing an order of importance. For instance,
hospitalization is more important than tested positive, so the spatiotemporal extent of “three” will
be that of hospitalizations.
Ignore rate and money quantities Rate and
money quantities are excluded in all of our typing labels, because their spatiotemporal extent can
be interpreted in different ways. For instance, the
spatiotemporal extent of “a bill of $4.8 billion” can
be interpreted either as when and where this bill
was passed, or as when and where the bill will be
used; similarly, to define the time span of the rate
quantity “[20%] of the tenants were infected”, we
can either use the time span from the very first
case to the last case that brought the infection rate
from 0% to 20%, or use the time span when the
infection rate was holding at 20%. For applications where one needs to spatiotemporally ground
rate and money quantities, one could extend our
instructions to clarify the ambiguities above.
2.3 Spatial Grounding
The spatial grounding problem of S TE QE is to
ground real-world events to a locale (see Fig. 7 in
Appendix), avoiding complications in applications
like human-robot interactions (e.g., “turn left and
go to the kitchen, and then pick up the fruit on the
table”). Thus we do not need to handle the nuances
of relative spatial relationships like “the kitchen
is on our left” and “the table is in the kitchen.”
We describe our formalism in terms of the format,
granularity, and multi-location handling.
2

The set of types in a S TE QE problem will be domainspecific. We will explain the label set for typing for each of
the 3 domains studied in this work later in §3.2.

Title: Six COVID-19 cases emerge in South Portland
Text: SOUTH PORTLAND, Maine -- A facility for people with
cognitive disabilities reports having [six] COVID-19 cases…
Spatial grounding for [six]: US à Maine à South Portland à
A facility for people with cognitive disabilities

Figure 2: The desired spatial grounding annotation is
the most specific location mentioned in the text that
contains all individual cases of a quantity event.

Format An important decision for spatial grounding is the format: we can use natural language to
describe the locale, select text spans from the original text, or select from a map directory. In this
work, we use a combination of all three for spatial grounding to balance between flexibility and
consistency: we choose from a predefined set of
questions to determine the country (U.S. vs nonU.S.) and state, use free text for the name of the
city, and span selection for more granular locale
information (e.g., “a pork plant”). We leave it for
future work if one wants to extend to other countries, or if one can provide a detailed map directory.
Granularity We define spatial grounding annotation to be the most specific location mentioned in
the text that contains all individual cases of a quantity event. For instance, in Fig. 2, the title mentions
6 cases in “South Portland,” but later we will see
that the 6 cases are all from “a facility for people
with cognitive disabilities.” The annotation should
specify that facility instead of stopping at “South
Portland.” This design choice requires annotators
to check the context in addition to the sentence
containing the quantity, and is important for downstream tasks because it is likely that there are cases
in South Portland but not in that facility.
Multi-location We handle events in multiple locations by broadening the granularity of the spatial
location, as mentioned above. However, there are
cases where the same quantity is explicitly mentioned with two or more separate locations:
1. “Both Seattle and Tacoma had [10] new cases.”
2. “Seattle and Tacoma together had more than
[10] new cases.”
The “10” in both sentences above are associated
with two cities, Seattle and Tacoma. The semantics
are also different: being shared by two locales, or
the events from both locales combine to make this
quantity. In our pilot studies, we tried to consider
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First event

these details in multi-location quantities, but found
that they were very rare and crowd workers could
not capture them reliably. We thus decide to ignore these cases in this work and only allow crowd
workers to select a single location.

Last event

Time
Time span
Best estimate based on text

2.4 Temporal Grounding
The temporal grounding problem of S TE QE is to
ground each real-world quantity event to a single
time span, which reduces the complexities in temporal semantics often encountered in prior datasets
(Pustejovsky et al., 2003; Cassidy et al., 2014;
O’Gorman et al., 2016; Ning et al., 2018a, 2020b)
and improves practicality.
Format A time span consists of two time points,
and the key is the format for time points. In this
work, we allow a time point to be U NKNOWN if
the text is unclear. For a specific time point, there
are two general ways to describe it: (1) use absolute date and time (e.g., “Feb 1st, 2021”); (2) use
relative time ∆ based on a reference time point T
(e.g., “3 days before lockdown”).
We have chosen the first format in this study,
and when a time point is unclear based on the
text, we allow annotators to simply select “Unknown”. The second method above is strictly more
expressive, but also comes with many degrees of
freedom: the reference point T can be either an absolute date and time Ttime or another event Tevent
(e.g., “lockdown”), and the relative time difference
∆ can be either a specific duration ∆spec like “3
days before/after” or a rough description ∆rough
like “a few days before/after.” In our pilot studies allowing for Ttime + ∆rough , Tevent + ∆spec ,
or Tevent + ∆rough , we found the T + ∆ method
too flexible to achieve annotation agreement; in
the meantime, using absolute date and time could
reliably estimate those time spans in practice. This
is why we recommend the first format above.
Granularity Given the nature of news events, it
is often enough to be specific up to days. We define
the time span of a quantity to be from the day of
first event to the day of the last,3 but this exact time
span may not always exist in the text, so S TE QE
uses the best over-estimate of this gold time span
based on information in the text (see Table 3).
3

If these events are durative, then accordingly, the time
span should change to the day when the first event started to
the day when the last event ended, although we did not find
it necessary to point this out in our data collection guidelines
for crowd workers.

Figure 3: We define the time span of a quantity to start
from the first event and end at the last; the desired temporal grounding annotation is the tightest estimate based
on the text that covers all 6 events.

This work also addresses common ambiguities.
(1) Some time expressions are not critical and thus
less specific in text, e.g., “March 2020,” for which
we will simply use the entire span of that range,
e.g., [03/01/2020, 03/31/2020]. (2) For time expressions like “mid September” and “end of 2020”,
we choose the closest dates, e.g., “09/15” and
“12/31/2020”. (3) Depending on the actual publication date and the content of an article, there
can be different interpretations for “today,” thus
leading to a one-day disagreement among people
regarding time expressions like “yesterday” or “in
the last three days.” We allow our annotators to
use their best judgment in these cases.
Multi-span Similar to spatial grounding, we handle events in multiple time spans by broadening the
granularity of the time span, as mentioned above,
and as with spatial grounding, we do not label multiple time spans separately in rare cases like “10
arrests on Monday and Wednesday.”
Overall quantity A special type of temporal grounding phenomenon is overall quantities.
Strictly speaking, this notion exists for spatial
grounding as well (e.g., the overall COVID-19 case
number around the world or the U.S.). While humans easily agree on the spatial extent of these
overall quantities, their time spans are often ambiguous, especially the start time. For instance, in
“there have been [3 million] cases so far,” the start
time is supposed to be “the beginning of the pandemic,” but people do not always agree on when
that was. The disagreement comes from (1) the pandemic started at different times in different regions
of the world; (2) one may argue that the pandemic
started either since the first confirmed case, or since
the lockdown. This debate over start-time is not an
NLP problem, so instead of inventing a new mechanism to resolve this, we simply allow “overall” as
a label for the start time of a quantity.
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Domain, DCT

Quantity

Type

Spatial Grd.

Temporal Grd.

COVID-19
Sat, 2020-08-15

Tennessee has conducted 1,757,690 tests
with 1,631,297 negative results.

Tested negative

Tennessee

Overall number at DCT

Wildfires
Tue, 2020-09-22

The blaze had more than doubled in size
over the past week to 170 square miles (440
square kilometers), ... from Los Angeles.

Measurements

Los Angeles,
California

2020-09-15 to
2020-09-22

BLM Protests
Tue, 2020-06-16

Black Lives Matter demonstrators in a tiny
Ohio town...Sunday. The small demonstration has about 80 people, organized by local
Bethel residents.

Participants

Bethel, Ohio

2020-06-14 to
2020-06-14

Table 1: Example annotations with quantity span highlighted. Texts are truncated.

3

Data Annotation

We have walked through the definition of the tasks
in our S TE QE framework, with discussions on various design choices. Next we explain how to collect
annotations via this framework in practice. Table 1 shows some example annotations from our
datasets.
3.1 Input Document Filtering
We worked with NewsBreak Inc., a local news aggregation company, to obtain raw newswire texts
from publicly available news outlets.4 We then
made use of NewsBreak’s internal tools to determine the topic of these news articles, i.e., whether
an article is about COVID-19, Black Lives Matter
protests in 2020, or the 2020 California wildfires.
The data also comes with meta information including each article’s source domain and publication
time. Altogether, we obtain 1M articles on COVID19 between 01/01/2020 and 12/31/2020, 100k on
protests from 05/22/2020 to 12/31/2020, and 90k
on California fires from 08/01/2020 to 12/31/2020
as source articles.
3.2 Domain-specific Typing
Following the general guidelines in §2.2, we used
the following domain-specific types in this study.
1. COVID-19 pandemic: deaths caused by COVID19, deaths likely caused by COVID-19, recoveries, confirmed cases, tests, tested negative, hospitalizations, patients on ventilators, and in ICUs.
2. BLM protests: protests, participants, order maintainers, arrests, deaths, injuries, and shootings.
3. California fires: fires, physical measurements,
people impacted, items impacted, and resources.
4

https://www.newsbreak.com/

These domain-specific types can be very specific
(see those for the COVID-19 pandemic) or generic
(see those for California fires), which demonstrates
the flexibility of our framework.
3.3

Shareable C ROWDAQ Pipeline

C ROWDAQ (Ning et al., 2020a) is an open-source
platform that standardizes data annotation pipelines
and provides a customizable annotation interface,
automated annotator qualification exams, progress
monitoring, and annotation agreement monitoring.5 C ROWDAQ pipelines have four components:
instruction, tutorial, exam, and main task: an annotator will read the instruction and tutorial, and then
work on a set of multiple-choice exam questions.
C ROWDAQ automatically checks their scores and
assigns qualifications. Qualified annotators will
then be able to work on the main task. For each of
the four tasks defined in Sec. 2, we have designed
C ROWDAQ pipelines that are general enough to be
used for annotating in all domains.6 We release the
C ROWDAQ pipelines for public use.7
3.4

Data statistics

We first show statistics of our qualification exams
in Table 2. We can see quantity recognition expectedly has the fewest hard questions and highest
passing rate, and spatial and temporal grounding
have more hard questions. Note that typing for
California fires seems harder than typing for the
other two domains, likely due to our choice of more
generic types for California wildfires.
We then launched main annotation tasks on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) that were available
5

http://www.crowdaq.com/
The only change for a new domain is instructions and
exams for quantity typing, which have to be domain-specific.
7
Please see the description at https://dev2.
crowdaq.com/w/instruction/steqe/readme.
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6

Qual ID
Q
SG
TG
T -C
T -B
T -F

Qual Name

Hard (%)

Passed (%)

Recognition
Sp. Grd.
Temp. Grd.
Typing (COVID)
Typing (BLM)
Typing (Fire)

18
47
50
27
36
50

94
62
57
60
60
53

both typing and spatiotemporal extent, and we use
these as our test sets.

Table 2: The difficulty of the qualification exams in
this work. Hard: exam questions where less than 70%
attempts were correct. Passed: the ratio of passed in all
attempts. See Table 5 in the appendix for more details.

only to qualified workers. We also required 3 different workers for each single annotation job and
used majority voting to aggregate multiple workers’ annotations. Since quantity recognition is a
relatively easy task and our quantity recognition
system based on BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) for the
COVID domain was reliable enough to be applied
to other domains, we did not further collect quantity
recognition data. Table 3 and Table 6 (Appendix)
show more statistics of these datasets.
Task

QID

#W

#Q

WAWA

Expert

Recog.
- COVID

Q

58

2.6k

92%

98%

Typing
- COVID
- BLM
- Fire

Q, T -C
Q, T -B
Q, T -F

52
74
68

1.5k
4k
2k

95%
87%
91%

100%
94%
96%

Sp. Grd.
- COVID
- BLM
- Fire

T -C, SG
T -B, SG
T -F, SG

91
50
63

3.4k
1.5k
2k

91%
80%
92%

98%
96%
90%

Temp. Grd.
- COVID T -C, T G
- BLM
T -B, T G
- Fire
T -F, T G

132
57
63

4.3k
1.6k
1.6k

86%
77%
82%

100%
96%
96%

We paid $0.05 for each job in quantity recognition, and $0.15 for those in typing, spatial grounding, and temporal grounding; in the COVID-19
data collection, the average hourly pay of the top
5 annotation contributors was $25 (typing), $13
(spatial grounding), and $12 (temporal grounding).
In total, the cost of 3 datasets was $11k (including
20% overhead paid to MTurk).
We developed our C ROWDAQ pipeline for
COVID-19 and applied it on other domains. When
we received news articles in BLM protests and California wildfires from NewsBreak Inc., it only took
us about 2 weeks to obtain the annotations used
in this work, including designing domain-specific
typing instructions and exams, launching tasks to
MTurk, and waiting for crowd workers to finish.
This fast and reliable data collection is appealing
for responding to emerging events in the future.

4

Table 3: The required qualifications (QID), numbers of
actual annotators (#W) and annotated quantities (#Q),
worker agreement with aggregate (WAWA), and expert
evaluation on 50 random samples after worker aggregation. The WAWA metric is for the “state” choice in
spatial grounding, and the “overall number” judgment
in temporal grounding (reported by C ROWDAQ directly).
The expert evaluation scores are all accuracy, except for
F1 for quantity recognition.

Note that we did not enforce full annotation for
all quantities (i.e., one quantity may only receive
typing annotations, and another may only receive
spatial annotations) to cover more documents (Ning
et al., 2019a). Within those reported in Table 3, 500
quantities in each domain are fully labeled with

Model

Quantity recognition is a typical span selection
problem and we use the standard token classification model based on BERT (large, cased) (Devlin
et al., 2019) that comes with HuggingFace (Wolf
et al., 2020). For typing, spatial, and temporal
grounding, we use the T5-large language model
(Raffel et al., 2020) for its flexibility across tasks
and easy domain transfer. We format data from
each task to fit into T5’s sequence to sequence (seqto-seq) nature. Specifically, for each quantity, the
input sequence to T5 is the string of the previous
3 sentences, the current sentence with a special
marker token right before the quantity span, the
next 3 sentences, the title, and document creation
time (DCT). For typing, the output sequence is a
single token representing each label mapped from
a reserved vocabulary. For spatial grounding, the
output sequence is the location names from the
highest hierarchy to the lowest ended by an end-ofsentence (EOS) marker. For temporal grounding,
the output sequence is the start time followed by
the end time. Both times are either “unknown” or
a date string in ISO 8601 format (e.g., “2021-0115”). We view the start time of an overall quantity
as “unknown”. To get complete date predictions,
we enforce the decoding length to be at least 12
and use a date parser to find “unknowns” or dates.
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System

Task

Typing

Spatial Grounding

Temporal Grounding

End-to-end

Acc

EM-city

EM-state

Binary

S-N

E-N

EM-city, Binary

Naive

COVID
BLM
Fire

44
38
27

68
74
58

84
82
92

68
32
86

0
0
0

24
32
31

3
0
20

T5 (in-domain)

COVID
BLM
Fire

89
89
87

81
77
70

90
89
94

74
57
83

53
49
1

52
43
32

56
41
55

T5 (all domains)

COVID
BLM
Fire

89
89
87

81
80
71

91
91
94

74
65
76

54
62
46

57
57
61

55
48
52

Table 4: System performances on typing, spatial grounding, and temporal grounding (averaged from 3 different runs).
EM-city/-state: exact match scores up to the city-/state-level. Binary: judging if a quantity is an overall-quantity
ending on DCT. S-N/E-N: EM scores when the start/end time is non-trivial. End-to-end: quantities receiving
correct predictions on all steps based on “EM-city” (spatial) and “Binary” (temporal). T5 (all domains) uses the
same typing systems trained in-domain, but combine the spatiotemporal grounding data from all domains in training.
Bold values are best results with respect to each domains and metrics.

5

Experiments

In our evaluation of quantity recognition using the
aforementioned BERT model on a random set of
300 sentences (100 from each domain), we find the
precision 99% for all domains, and the recall 95%
(COVID), 87% (BLM), and 87% (Fire). The recall
is slightly lower because of poor performance on
article words (“a” and “an”). However, since most
missed quantities are not associated with event
types that we are interested in (e.g., “[a] post office” or “[a] comment”), the adjusted recall is 98%
(COVID), 94% (BLM), and 93% (Fire) if we do
not consider those irrelevant quantities.
Table 4 shows system performances on typing,
spatial, and temporal grounding on extracted
quantities. Our test set in each domain consists
of 500 fully annotated quantities. The rest of the
data is split into 80% for training and 20% for development, that we use to acquire the learning rate
(5e-3) and batch size (32). We compare T5 with
a naive method, which always predicts the majority type in each domain for “typing,” the location
mention closest to the quantity in text for “spatial
grounding,”8 and overall quantity ending on DCT
for “temporal grounding.” For spatial grounding,
we report two exact match (EM) scores, up to the
state-level and city-level, respectively. For temporal grounding, we report the accuracy for judging
whether a quantity is an overall quantity ending on
DCT (“Binary” in Table 4), and two EM scores for
cases where the gold start time is a specific date
8
This assumes world knowledge of geo-hierarchies, e.g.,
“L.A.” is in California.

(“S-N” for “Start-Nontrivial”) and where the end
time is not DCT (“E-N” for “End-Nontrivial”).
T5 (in-domain) On quantity typing, T5 improves
by a large margin over the naive baseline in all domains. The naive baseline performs reasonably
well on spatial grounding at the state level (82-92%
EM-state across three domains), but often fails to
provide more granular information at the city level
(58-74% EM-city). This is expected because a city
mentioned close to the quantity does not necessarily mean that the quantity is for the city.9 This phenomenon also varies across domains: BLM protests
were in a few major cities, the EM-city score of the
naive method is thus relatively high (74%), while
for Calfornia wildfires, there were more cities to
choose from, leading to a low EM-city of 58%.
In contrast, T5 can produce more granular information at the city level, and maintain a relatively
stable score across domains (70-81% EM-city). As
for temporal grounding, due to the nature of news
articles, the naive baseline that treats all quantities
as an overall quantity ending on DCT yields reasonably good performances in all domains; but for
quantities with a non-trivial start time or end time,
the naive baseline largely fails.
T5 (all domains) We also combine the training data for spatiotemporal grounding from all domains and train a single T5 system (but keep T5
in-domain systems for typing), which achieves the
best scores for almost all metrics in Table 4. One
outlier is the Fire domain, where the Binary score
9
“The State Department of Public Health in Springfield
reports a total case of [268].” is a quantity for the state.
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for temporal grounding drop, probably due to most
temporal annotations being overall quantities. This
suggests that spatiotemporal phenomena can be
generally transferred across different domains.
Finally, the end-to-end column in Table 4 shows
how many of these quantities have received correct predictions on typing, spatial grounding (based
EM-city), and temporal grounding (based on “Binary”). The reported performance does not count
for quantities that are not recognized, so we view
this as the precision of the system. We see that
the naive baseline has very low performance due
to errors propagated at each step, while with this
framework, T5 is trained to produce significantly
better results. Note that depending on the use case,
one can simply collect more training data, or focus on only a few important event types, to further
improve the end-to-end performance.

6

Related works

Datta and Roberts, 2020). Works on geocoding
(Gritta et al., 2018; Kulkarni et al., 2020) map spatial mentions to coordinates, which can be applied
to our work for finer geolocation mapping. Zhang
and Choi (2021) proposes a QA dataset that considers time and location of the question when judging
answer correctness, which may benefit from our
information extraction framework.
A recent work from Zong et al. (2020), which
extracts COVID-19 related events from tweets, is
closely related to our work. Besides that they
worked on tweets instead of news articles, the key
differences are: (1) instead of span selection used in
Zong et al. (2020), we propose formalisms deeper
into the spatiotemporal extent of quantity events
and capture more nuances in spatiotemporal semantics; (2) we show that our S TE QE framework
generally applies to multiple domains and not only
for the COVID-19 pandemic; (3) we release our
entire data collection pipeline on C ROWDAQ for
public use and extension.

Existing NLP works on events have focused on detection (e.g., detecting L IFE and B USINESS events; 7 Discussion
ACE (2005)), common sense (e.g., Rashkin et al.
(2018); Sap et al. (2019); Zhang et al. (2020a)), As §5 shows, the performance bottleneck of
and relationships (e.g., coreferential Chen and Ji
S TE QE is mainly at temporal grounding: with al(2009), temporal UzZaman et al. (2013), causal
most perfect quantity recognition and very good
Do et al. (2011), and parent-child relations Glavaš
typing and spatial grounding results, temporal
et al. (2014)). There is also a line of recent works
grounding performance is typically much lower
specifically on temporal semantics: time expres- than the other tasks. While typing and spatial
sion extraction and normalization (Laparra et al., grounding are ready for practical research into few2018), temporal relation extraction (Ning et al., and zero-shot settings along the lines of what is
2018a, 2019b, 2020b), temporal common sense
done in entity typing (Zhou et al., 2018; Obei(Zhou et al., 2019, 2020), temoral slot filling (Sur- dat et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020b), temporal
deanu, 2013), and timeline construction (Do et al., grounding still requires more investigation even in
2012; Ning et al., 2018b; Li et al., 2019). These
in-domain settings.
tasks may help understanding the temporal aspects
Why is temporal grounding so challenging?
of events in general, but they cannot directly as- First, news articles tend to mention many oversociate temporal values with quantities, and calls
all quantities ending on publication time, leading
for a dedicated framework such as S TE QE. Prior
to imbalanced datasets. For instance, 86% in Fire
works on quantities either focus on math calcula- fall into this category, leaving little training data
tions (Roy et al., 2015; Roy and Roth, 2018) or
for other quantities; in contrast, this number is only
common sense reasoning (e.g., mass distribution
32% in BLM, and the S-N and E-N scores are much
of animals; Elazar et al. (2019)), and not on quan- higher in BLM than those in Fire. Second, tempotity events and the associated spatiotemporal extent
ral grounding often requires reasoning, an effect
studied in this work.
known to be difficult in many works on temporal
Existing works on spatial semantics have fo- semantics (Ning et al., 2020b; Zhou et al., 2021).
cused on natural language navigation (Chen et al., For instance in Fig. 4, to figure out the time span of
2019; Kim et al., 2020), human-machine interac- “80,” we need to understand that (1) it happened on
tion (Landsiedel et al., 2017; Roman Roman et al., “Sunday” (2) the “Sunday” is a Sunday in the past
2020), dialogue systems (Udagawa et al., 2020), instead of in the future, and (3) it is most likely the
and clinical analysis (Kordjamshidi et al., 2015; most recent Sunday instead of earlier ones.
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DCT: Tuesday, 06/16/2020
Text: Black Lives Matter demonstrators in a tiny Ohio
town...Sunday. The small demonstration has about [80]
people, organized by local Bethel residents.
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A

Qualification setups

Note that exams for quantity recognition, spatial & temporal grounding are domain-agnostic, and exams
for quantity typing are domain-specific. The way exams work on C ROWDAQ is that we provide a pool of
questions and C ROWDAQ will randomly select a specified number of them. We also do not allow a crowd
worker to make too many attempts. Table 5 shows the setup and statistics of those exams.
C ROWDAQ provides diagnostic information on each question too. In Table 5, we also show the number
of questions where less than 70% examinees were correct (i.e., “Hard”). The total number of attempts in
each exam and how many of them got scores higher than the passing score are also reported.
Qual ID
Q
SG
TG
T -C
T -B
T -F

Qual Name

Question Pool

C ROWDAQ Configuration

Workers’ Performance

#Total

#Hard

#Questions

#Attempts

Passing Grade

#Attempts

#Succeeded

11
17
12
11
11
14

2
8
6
3
4
7

10
12
10
10
8
12

3
3
3
3
3
3

90
90
90
90
85
90

952
1454
1180
1156
760
905

895
897
674
698
457
476

Recognition
Spa. Grd.
Temp. Grd.
Typing-COVID
Typing-BLM
Typing-Fire

Table 5: The qualification exam setups in this study. Question Pool: All the questions we provided to C ROWDAQ;
hard questions are those where less than 70% attempts were correct. C ROWDAQ Configuration: #questions to
display each time, #attempts allowed, and the required passing grade. Workers’ Performance: the total number of
attempts and succeeded.

B

Corpus statistics

Table 6 shows a more complete version of our earlier Table 3. The extra columns are the total number of
qualified workers for each task, the Gini index, and the total number of sentences/documents annotated here.
Gini is a metric proposed by TORQUE (Ning et al., 2020b) to measure the skewness of crowdsourcing
data collection. Our Gini is significantly higher and we think the reason is that many crowd workers only
attempted a couple our HITs. Regarding the definition of WAWA, we realize that Ning et al. (2020b) has
provided a very good explanation about it; please refer to the appendix E of Ning et al. (2020b) about it.
Task

Typ-COVID
Typ-BLM
Typ-Fire
Spa-COVID
Spa-BLM
Spa-Fire
Temp-COVID
Temp-BLM
Temp-Fire

Worker Pool

Size

Quality

Req. Qual ID(s)

#Qualified

#Actual

Gini

#Quant.

#Sent.

#Doc.

WAWA

Expert

Q, T -C
Q, T -B
Q, T -F
T -C, SG
T -B, SG
T -F, SG
T -C, T G
T -B, T G
T -F, T G

299
291
231
258
141
160
399
190
215

52
74
68
91
50
63
132
57
63

0.74
0.53
0.62
0.74
0.68
0.71
0.81
0.71
0.74

1.5k
4k
2k
3.4k
1.5k
2k
4.3k
1.6k
1.6k

1.5k
3.9k
2k
3.3k
1.5k
2k
4.2k
1.6k
1.6k

1.3k
3k
1.4k
2.9k
1.2k
1.3k
3.5k
1.2k
1.1k

95%
87%
91%
91%
80%
92%
86%
77%
82%

100%
94%
96%
98%
96%
90%
100%
96%
96%

Table 6: Corpus statistics. The required qualifications (QID), numbers of actual annotators (#W) and annotated
quantities (#Q), worker agreement with aggregate (WAWA), and expert evaluation on 50 random samples after
worker aggregation. The WAWA metric is for the “state” choice in spatial grounding, and the “overall number”
judgment in temporal grounding (reported by C ROWDAQ directly). The expert evaluation scores are all accuracy,
except for F1 for quantity recognition.

C

Example annotations

Figure 7 shows two examples in each of the three domains in this study.
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Domain, DCT

Quantity

Type

Spatial Grd.

Temporal Grd.

COVID-19
Sat, 2020-08-15

Tennessee has conducted 1,757,690
tests with 1,631,297 negative results
.

Test performed
for COVID-19:
result is negative

US,
nessee

Ten-

Overall number ends at
DCT

COVID-19
Wed, 2020-08-12

Wyandotte County is reporting 4,895
confirmed cases...The county said on
Tuesday that 99 people have died from
the coronavirus since the start of the
outbreak

Deaths: definitely caused by
COVID-19

US, Kansas,
Wyandotte
County

Overall number ends on
2020-08-11

Wildfires
Mon, 2020-09-14

...large fires across 10 states...At least
35 people have died in California ,
Oregon and Washington.

People
pacted

US

Overall number ends at
DCT

Wildfires
Tue, 2020-09-22

The blaze had more than doubled in
size over the past week to 170 square
miles (440 square kilometers), ... from
Los Angeles.

Physical measurements

US,
California, Los
Angeles

2020-09-15 to
2020-09-22

Protests
Tue, 2020-06-16

Black Lives Matter demonstrators in
a tiny Ohio town...Sunday. The small
demonstration has about 80 people, organized by local Bethel residents.

Number
of
participants in
protests or relevant activities

US,
Ohio,
Bethel

2020-06-14 to
2020-06-14

Protests
Sun, 2020-05-31

A CNN analysis found about 80% of
the 51 people booked into a Minneapolis jail during two days of protests are
actually from Minnesota .

Number
of
arrests due to
the
protests
or
following
skirmishes

US,
Minnesota,
Minneapolis

unknown

im-

Table 7: Example annotations of quantity typing, spatial grounding, and temporal grounding across three domains.
Quantity span is highlighted. Text snippets are cut short to only keep the sentence with the quantity and other
relevant information.
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D

Reproducibility

For T5-based experiments related to model performances in Table 4, we choose the learning rate from
[5e-2, 5e-3, 5e-4] and select 5e-3 for final experiments. We use a batch size of 32 and run 20 epochs for
each setting. All parameters are tuned on the development set as described in §5. Experiments on average
finish in 3 hours on a single Nvidia RTX 8000 GPU. Spatial and temporal results are averaged from 3
runs with seeds [10, 20, 30].
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